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25 Zeros Are Downed By U.S. Service Fliers

Army, Navy And Marine Fliers Join Up In Eight

Washington — Major General Alex B. Anderson, Chief of the Army Air Corps, today revealed that eight out of a total of 25 Japanese Zeros that were destroyed yesterday were brought down by American service fliers.

The destruction of one Japanese Zero was credited to a Marine flier operating with the American Army in China.

The Zeros were destroyed in two actions, one over Sumatra and the other in the Coral Sea area.

The American fliers were praised for their heroism.

George K. HART

National War Labor Board

War Labor Board

Communication to C. E. O. (2) 25.203.29

Washington, D.C.

Ladies: I am pleased to learn that you have been appointed to the position of Assistant Secretary of Labor for the Southern States.

Your appointment is a recognition of the importance of labor relations in the Southern States, and your experience in this field will be of great value in carrying out the objectives of the War Labor Board.

I trust that you will make every effort to ensure the maintenance of good labor relations in the Southern States.

Sincerely yours,

George K. HART

Chairman, National War Labor Board
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26 Forts Are Lost In Big German Raid

Battlegrounds Yet Suffered By American Forces

Washington — The Battle of the Atlantic continued today with the loss of 26 American coastal forts to a German submarine attack.

The American forces were able to recover some of the lost equipment and personnel, but the loss of the forts is a major blow to the Allied war effort.

The American forces were able to recover some of the lost equipment and personnel, but the loss of the forts is a major blow to the Allied war effort.

General George C. Marshall, Commander-in-Chief of the American forces, said that the loss of the forts was a setback but that the American forces would continue to fight.

Marshall said that the American forces would continue to fight.
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In asserting to be true a 

There is no way to replace the clothes you now own that hand wash and dry. and they did not 

Real Estate Broker

LISTENING POST

Next time you want printing of any sort we'd be glad to talk it over with you. 

Second class.

We do our utmost to please you in printing.

Fulton Daily Leader — Fulton, Kentucky

Baseball

Fifteen years ago

As a result of sport all of us who are members of the baseball and volyball fields should be proud of all of the boys who have given their best in these sports. It is not correct to say that it has been easy for them to do so.

The greatest cause of this community's public reputation of these places was their presence on the baseball field. Nothing could surpass them in their ability to attract the attention of the fans by their wonderful playing. Their ability to play baseball in a manner that could not but be admired by the fans was a real asset to the community. 

Louise Anderson, 424 Cedar street, is the 

The sharp disheartening in new evidence that a farm which has stood for many years and has been a source of pride to the community is being destroyed by a builder. The owner of the farm is trying to rebuild it but the company is in the process of making it more salable to investors. It is clear that this will be a great loss to the community.

Men in the Service

Louis Leed (City, N. Y., Charles & Caroline) 2nd son of Miss Oriel & Caroline) 2nd West Main Line Park. 
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FLORENCE WADE

"Serenade" was played softly during the living room mantel. Banked distinguished for its simplicity. The flowers, candlelight and music mark a lovely setting for a quiet, Infor-

Presbyterian church. Sehubert's length model of white jersey, with =lb " rows and nine small orsage of mixed flowers Tenn., Saturday night.

Jane White, the latter wearing a I pink Jersey with Woe accessories. D. Jr., who is leaving in the mor -Meacham, Mrs. L. 0. Brad -

past few years has been a member HOME FOE WEEK -END

draped in a cut-work cloth and dent of the Student Were served iced punch and cakes: has been elected president of the

Acolytes were Wade Askew and the wedding of Mies Mary Jane

The groom, a life-long resident of Tenn., spent the week -end with

11/011• •

Mrs. Fred Paschall of Memphis, Term., where she has been at -

Miss Dorothy Getuln of Murray week -end In Union City, Tenn., the the tweableY wanly hospital, Mar -

Mr. and Mrs. Z. P. Rigby of Poke, Miss., town. Ky.. where she has been at -

announce the engagement and
to make plans for the wedding.

Miss Rigby resigned from her position at the Gulf Ordnance

and to make plans for the wedding.

After the reception, Mr. and Mrs. 

Charles, spent the week -end in

Savannah, TOOL The children re-

remained for BMW Weeks visit with

and little daughter. Susan, of Lou-

makers of bread, syrups and other

Mr. and Mrs. Mason Davidson : minum and steel foundries and

and military service.

Mr. and Mrs. Don MieCrite has

to his home here.

Omar, who le la UM service there.

been transferred from Merced to


"FANTOM FAST"

Now every place in your car can be fit to the latest standards, 100% correct-

and fast. Why pay 25% more for inferior materials?

LOVE'S

Cafe

Fultons Most Public

Restaurant

by

Sylvia, Efficient Service

The Best in Foods

OPEN DAY and

NIGHT

PHONE 233

ATKINS INSURANCE

AGENCY

YOU NEED PROTECTION

During these three, when shorters

are increasing in all lines, it is vital that you are

protected against fire and theft. Many of

the things you might lose are difficult to replace,

but it is better to carry the issue

and will prevent you than fall to

suffer if bad and necessary.

So see at any time about insurance

problems, We will make you understand the importance

and help you in preparing adequate

coverage in all lines.


**INVEST IN SHOES**

FRY'S SHOE STORE

---

**Rail oddities**

In a statement discussing the report, Davis said this year's production of all foodstuffs, including livestock products, will probably reach that of 1942.

**WASHINGTON** - A further tightening of controls has been reported today by the War Food Administrator. Davis called the May floods and drought reflected in the central part of the country to the lowest level in three years. Serious delays were caused in planting corn, soybean, and vegetable crops.

**Add A DASH OF COLOR To Your Home**

WITH TRUES 4-HOUR ENAMEL

- Use the color magic of TRUES 4-HOUR ENAMEL to renew the beauty and usefulness of marred tables and chairs, discarded toys, and worn and shabby woodwork.

You will be surprised at the "smiles" and added joy these few dashes of color will add to your home.

Eighteen beautiful colors await your fancy. The result is a hard, glass-like finish that is washable, long wearing, acid, water, and alcohol proof.

**RE -NU SHOE SHOP**

—NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS—

LOCATED ON LAKE STREET NEXT DOOR TO THE CITY NATIONAL BANK

We do the following: Invisible Half Soleing. Dyeing, Refinishing, Renewing Heels and Taps "done the factory way."

"It Is Smart To Have Your Shoes Rebuilt!"

RE -NU SHOE SHOP

Floyd Gargles, Prop.